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Abstract— Nuclear reactors are even less likely to be designed for robotic maintenance than industrial nuclear facilities, 
thus leading to the frequent requirement for innovative approaches to gaining access to trouble spots. This, along with 
limitations on size imposed by reactor designs and the resulting long lead times necessary for purpose-built robots has 
limited the use of robot [5]. However, increasingly stringent limits on worker exposure to ionizing radiation and exposure 
reductions possible with robotic maintenance may increase robot use in the future. The Remote Head Module Carrier 
(RHMC) is a robot assigned the task to navigate to the hot cells and replace the pump module and cartridge. The paper deals 
with providing the control algorithm to perform all the operations with the help of a remote operator. The operator, on 
selecting the operation generates a code word which signals a particular task. This codeword is transmitted using wi-fi to the 
main controller which divides the task among the various controllers using I2C protocol. After the completion of a task, 
feedback is sent back to the operator.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The objective of our research work is to develop 
primary controller which will interact with the 
various sub-systems for interlocking, stepping and 
fault diagnostic etc. Remote controller shall 
communicate with the sub-systems using the I2C 
protocol. All the interlock & logic stepping 
functionality shall be included with the Remote 
controller. This remote controller shall be 
communicated with the operator for the purpose of 
display via WIFI connectivity [5]. On receiving the 
command from the operator, the controller shall 
communicate with all the sub-system to ensure that 
the communication path is ready & all the sub-
systems are power ON and available. It shall also 
ensure that all the RHMC as well as tools are in their 
home position. 
The remote head module carrier is a rectangular 
frame cart with drive mechanism and a platform 
surface attached to the top with two compartments on 
the front. The first compartment shall be equipped 
with push pull arrangement by a lead screw 
mechanism at right angle to the carrier path for 
remote head module. This compartment shall also 
house a locatable torque adjustable bolt operator. The 
second compartment shall house a cartridge transfer 
cask, hanger for cartridge & strainer lid and a mini 
manipulator lead screw operated push pull 
arrangement for cartridge transfer cask for mini 
manipulator operations. The RHMC shall have a laser 
guide for travel in straight path. The drive system 
shall be mounted at the bottom along with heavy duty 
casters at each corner. The RMC shall have a design 
pay load capacity of 500 Kg. 
Nuclear power plants equipment is disturbed by 
malfunctions which may affect production costs, 
availability and safety of installations, quality of 

products and services, and safety of people and 
environment. Maintenance works out actions to limit 
the effects of these disturbances and thus make it 
possible to achieve required performance.  

 
Fig.1 RHMC environment 

 
II. REMOTE HEAD MODULE CARRIER 
 
This is a main primary remote controller which will 
interact with the various sub-systems for interlocking, 
stepping and fault diagnostic etc. These shall be 
•Navigation Controller: This shall be a dedicated 
controller fitted on the RMC. It shall be self-
sufficient for positioning the RHMC at the desired 
target location within acceptable tolerances. 
• Controller for Adjustable Torque Operator 
(ATO): It shall be self-sufficient for positioning    the 
ATO at the desired target location with the help of 
suitable arm & then operating the ATO. 
• Controller for mini manipulator for Pick & 
Place tool: This is the Sub-system of the remote 
controller fitted on the RMC. It shall be self-
sufficient for positioning the Mini manipulator. 
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• Controller for Pump module pull push 
mechanism: This shall be Sub-system of the remote 
controller fitted on the RMC .It shall be self-
sufficient for controlling the Pump module pull push 
mechanism 
• Controller for Positional lock: This is a main 
primary controller which will interact with the 
various sub-systems for interlocking, stepping and 
fault diagnostic etc. Remote controller shall 
communicate with the sub-systems using the I2C 
protocol. 
 

 
Fig.2 Block diagram of RHMC and Remote Operator with 

their respective subsystems 
 
III. CONTROL FLOW 
 
Initially strainer replacement shall be carried out for 
replacement of remote head module. The RMC shall 
move to strainer location. The RMC shall get 
positioned at the station and locked in position. The 
adjustable torque operator shall move forward and get 
engaged with the strainer opening screw. ATO shall 
rotate predefined turns for disengaging the strainer 
press plate. The RMC shall move and the strainer 
removal module (SRM) of RMC shall get aligned 
with strainer location. Mini Manipulator installed in 
the SRM shall lift the strainer top lid and place it on 
the stand installed in the strainer bay. The cartridge 
will become visible. The cartridge shall be picked and 
lifted from the strainer housing and placed on the rest 
stand provided in the strainer bay. A new cartridge 
kept inside the RMC on stand shall be picked by the 
mini manipulator mechanism and place it inside the 
strainer housing. A new strainer lid kept inside the 
RMC on stand shall be picked and place it on the 
strainer housing. The used strainer lid shall be picked 
from the strainer bay stand and place it on the stand 
located in the RMC. The mini manipulator of the 
RMC shall slide open the top lid of the cartridge 
transfer cask, pick the used strainer resting on the 
stand in the strainer bay and place it in the cartridge 
transfer cask and close the transfer cask top lid. The 
RMC shall move and align ATO (Adjustable Torque 
Operator) compartment of RMC with the strainer bay. 

The ATO shall move forward and engage with the 
strainer operator screw and tighten the screw to the 
predefined torque. The RMC shall move and align 
with the pump module. The RMC shall get locked in 
position. The adjustable torque operator shall move 
forward inside the RMC housing and get engaged 
with discharge flange connector screw head. The 
operation of ATOD shall be initiated and open the 
discharge flange connector. ATOD shall get 
disengaged and retrieve back into ATO compartment. 
The RMC shall move either forward or backwards 
and clear the pump bay. After accomplishing desired 
operations by the operator like internal flushing, the 
operator shall command RMC for aligning with pump 
bay. The RMC shall get positioned with the pump 
bay and get locked in position. The ATO mechanism 
shall move forward and the operation of ATO S shall 
be initiated. The ATO S loosens the suction flange 
connector. ATO H shall engage with hydraulic flange 
connector loosen it and disengage the hydraulic 
flange connector. At this instant the pump module 
will be isolated from the circuit. The ATO 
mechanism shall retrieve back into RMC. The Pump 
module pull push mechanism shall move forward gets 
engaged with the pump module and retrieve back into 
RMC. This action will ensure retrieval of pump 
module into the RMC. Command shall be given for 
the RMC shall clear its positional lock. Movement of 
RMC shall be initiated to reach maintenance bay. 
Positional lock shall be done by sending command. 
Now the pump module push pull mechanism shall 
push the remote head module into the maintenance 
bay and check for completion of the operation. Now 
the push pull mechanism shall get disengaged from 
the pump module and retrieve back into RMC. The 
positional lock of RMC shall be cleared. Command 
shall be given for RMC for travelling to storage bay 
location and retrieving the spare pump module and 
installing in pump bay. After installation of the pump 
module in the pump bay the pump module shall be 
connected back in the circuit. The RMC shall be 
returned to the home position [2]. 
Working :  
1. Power ON, Initialize data base, sensor on 
2. Move RHMC to Maintenance bay (MB), update 

data    base 
3. Engage mini manipulator, perform operation 

(strainer lid pickup), disengage mini manipulator, 
update data base. 

4. Locate position of cell to navigator 
5. Move RHMC to cell, check position, apply 

positional lock, update data base 
6. Shift cameras to strainer lid position, calculated 

strainer lid position, engage ATO, unscrew 
strainer lid, disengage ATO, update data base. 

7. Engage mini manipulator, replace cartridge, 
replace strainer lid, disengage mini manipulator, 
update database. 

8. Engage ATO, screw strainer lid, disengage ATO, 
remove positional lock, update database.   
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9. Align RHMC to pump module ,apply positional 
lock, apply  push pull mechanism ,engage ATO, 
unscrew ATOD,ATOH,ATOS, disengage ATO, 
pull back old pump module to RNMC, remove 
positional lock, update database. 

10. Move RHMC to MB, check position, update data 
base 

11. Engage mini manipulator, replace pump module 
and old strainer lid and cartridge , disengage mini 
manipulator ,update data base. 

12. Move RHMC to cell, check position, apply 
positional lock, update data base 

13. Align RHMC to pump module ,apply positional 
lock, apply push new pump module from 
RHMC, engage ATO, screw 
ATOD,ATOH,ATOS, disengage ATO, remove 
positional lock, update database. 

14. Move RHMC to home position   
 
IV. METHODOLOGY 
 
The remote controller has to assign each task to the 
RHMC. For each task we would send a particular 10 
bit codeword such that the main controller is able to 
identify each operation independently. 
Here the first 3 bits are used as the code for each 
remote controller for each RHMC. Then the next 3 
bits are for selecting the task. The last 4 bits are used 
to decide the operation.  

 
Fig.3 bit codeword 

 
Now as there are 5 tasks, we will need to send a 3 bit 
data to identify each task. When we send a particular 
codeword to the main controller, it identifies the task 
and activates the controller controlling that task. The 
next 4 bits which we will send decides the operation 
to be performed. 

 
Table 1 Codeword generation 

 
For every task we have a set of instructions which are 
to be executed. The instruction depends on the stage 
at which the RHMC is working.  
 

A. Navigator 
This task is selected when the first three bits of the 
codeword are “000”. After selecting this task the 
controller then checks the next 4 bits which decides 
the operation to be performed. These 4 bits are sent to 

the controller for navigation, which performs the 
operation. 
Basically through these 4 bits we are sending the 
location of the cell or maintenance bay where the 
RHMC has to go. They will then through a look up 
table give the distance to be covered. 

 
Table 2 Codeword for navigator 

 
 

B. Automatic Torque Operator (ATO) 
ATO is the part of the RHMC which has job to screw 
and unscrew the bolts of the strainer lid, cartridge and 
pump module. This task is selected when the first 
three bits are “001”.  
Now the controller checks the next 4 bits of the 
codeword, which will indicate the operation to be 
performed. This codeword can also be used to 
identify the position of the bolt by looking up the 
look up table. 

 
Table 3 ATO code words 

 
 

C. Mini Manipulator 
Mini Manipulator is the part of the RHMC which has 
job to replace the old cartridge and strainer lid present 
in the cell with the new ones. It is basically a robotic 
arm performing the pick and place operation. This 
task is selected when the first three bits are “010”.  
Now the controller checks the next 4 bits of the 
codeword, which will indicate the operation to be 
performed. This codeword can also be used to 
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identify the position of the bolt by looking up the 
look up table. 

 
Table 4 Mini manipulator code words 

 
 

D. Positional Lock 
This lock is to be applied on the RHMC when it 
reaches a position assigned to it and has stopped. 
When this lock is applied the RHMC is locked in its 
position and the other tasks are carried out. This task 
is selected when the first three bits are “011”. Now 
the controller checks the next 4 bits of the codeword, 
which will indicate the operation to be performed. 

 
Table 5 Positional lock code words 

Operation Codeword 
Lock ON 011-1111 
Lock OFF 011-0000 

 
E. Push pull mechanism 

This mechanism is used in the RHMC to replace the 
pump module present in the cell. This mechanism 
first pulls the old pump module into the RHMC, then 
pushes it into the MB it them pulls back the new 
module into the RHMC and pushes it into the cell. 
This task is selected when the first three bits are 
“100”. 
Now the controller checks the next 4 bits of the 
codeword, which will indicate the operation to be 
performed. 

 
Table 6 Push pull code words 

Operation Codeword 
Push 100-1111 
Pull 100-0000 

F. Acknowledgement  
When any data is sent to the main controller from the 
remote controller, the main controller will send back 
a ACK signal to show that it has received the data. 

Similarly when the main controller sends any data to 
any of the other controllers they will also send an 
acknowledgement to the main controller. 
When the other controllers i.e. navigator, ATO, mini 
manipulator are doing their operation they will set the 
BUSY flag to1 and when they finish their operation 
BUSY flag will clear to 0.  
After the operation has been completed they will send 
the acknowledgement bits to the main controller, who 
will again send ACK bit to the remote controller 
indicating that the operation is over. 

 
Table 7 Acknowledgement and busy bits 

 
 
V. TIMING DIAGRAM 

All the operations done by the RHMC take place 
sequentially. Here the timing diagrams show the 
sequence how each task is performed. This starts with 
sending the 10 bit data and ends with receiving the 
acknowledgement that the task has been completed 
[3]. 
 
G. Navigator 

 
Fig.4 Timing diagram for navigator 
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H.   Automatic Torque Operator 
 

 
Fig.5 Timing diagram for ATO 

 
I. Mini Manipulator 

 
Fig.6 Timing diagram for mini manipulator 

 
J. Positional Lock 

 
Fig.7 Timing diagram for positional lock 

 
K. Push Pull Mechanism 

 
Fig.8 Timing diagram for push pull mechanism 

VI. DATA EFFICIENCY 
 
In a nuclear environment, the security and reliability 
of data is of utmost importance. So, for that to happen 
we will be sending the data bits in the form of gray 
code [5]. This will provide an advantage of any bit 
error detection and correction. In case of any error is 
found then a negative acknowledgement can be sent 
and data can be resent. By combining this 
with forward error correction capable of correcting 
single-bit errors, it is possible for a receiver to correct 
any transmission errors that cause a constellation 
point to deviate into the area of an adjacent point. 
This makes the transmission system less susceptible 
to noise [1][4]. 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
An algorithm has been developed to control a remote 
head module carrier for its successful implementation 
in a nuclear environment. A 10 bit code word has 
been generated for transmitting operation instructions 
from a remote operator to the RHMC to be 
transmitted to the respective module. The flow of 
data from operator to the respective module has been 
decided as well as the acknowledgements to be 
received from the module have been taken note of. 
Lastly, the code word is being converted into gray 
code for the safety and reliability to be maintained in 
the nuclear environment. 
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